Equipping diverse leaders and parents so
faithful young people can change our world.

How to use these videos
The Growing Young Core Commitment Video Curriculum brings FYI’s groundbreaking research
to your church, helping your team create a plan for lasting change.
Watch these videos with your church leadership team, staff, volunteers, leaders in training, or
small groups, and use the printable pdf discussion guide to help you lead practical next-step
conversations.
Each teaching video is a 20-25 minute video that dives into a Growing Young core
commitment, our research findings, and some examples of what it looks like at work in the
churches we studied. Sessions 2-7 include the teaching video, as well as a story video, which
is a shorter 3-5 minute clip telling a church-based story of what this commitment looks like in
action.
We recommend starting with the teaching video and using the story video for further
illustration. The discussion guide provides some questions related to the concepts introduced
in the teaching video, but is complementary to the story video. Session 9 is a 38-minute panel
discussion.
Please note that if you purchased a single session only, you may not have all of the videos
referenced here. The full series is available for purchase at fulleryouthinstitute.org.

Where can I show my Growing Young Core Commitment Videos?
Purchasing this curriculum gives you permission to show the videos to your congregation
wherever your church body meets together in person (like church services, leadership
meetings, or retreats).
You are welcome to use your purchased videos within a livestream service, however if the
service is posted online (including on church’s website, or on any social media platform) after
the livestream is over, then the Growing Young Core Commitment Video content must be
removed from the posted service.
If you’re hosting a virtual meeting, we encourage you to use a screenshare function within
your meeting platform to play the video from your computer to the group.
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What if the platform or context I’d like to use these videos for isn’t mentioned above?
If you have a specific question about using these videos within your church or group, please
reach out to us at fyi@fuller.edu.

How can I help my church find out more about Growing Young, and learn from other
Growing Young churches?
We’d love to hear your stories about how the Growing Young core commitments are
making a difference in your church. Send us an email at fyi@fuller.edu or post stories using
#growingyoung on social media.

For shareable videos, images and articles follow us on:

@fulleryouthinstitute

@fullerFYI
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